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A
ddis Ababa Medical 
University College (AAMUC) 
is the pioneer and the 
leading Medical University 
College in Ethiopia. It was 
founded in 1996 by making 
its main campus in Addis 

Ababa. AAMUC conduct the teaching learning 
process in major cities in Ethiopia namely 
Awassa, Ziway, Nazaret, Metehara, Dire-
Dawa and in somaliland’s capital Hargeisa.

In all its campuses, across Ethiopia and 
Hargeisa’s campus in Somaliland, AAMUC 
has awarded more than 12,000 students 
from varies departments such as Doctor 
of Medicine, Public Health Officer, Clinical 
Nursing, Midwifery, Pharmacy, Biomedical 

Engineering, Medical Laboratory and ICT. 
AAMUC offers modern demonstration and 
laboratory. In addition to its Online e-library, 
it has outstanding libraries with collection of 
more than 51,000 reference books.

All eligible academic programs maintain 
accreditation by the concerned bodies called 
HERQA (Higher Education Relevant Quality 
Agency) under Ethiopian Ministry of Education 
and awards first degree and TVET (Technical & 
Vocational Training) AAMUC is now becoming 
a corner of perfection and research center as 
well. With the effort of United Enterprise, Jima 
University has launched campus in Hargeisa 
and the University’s co-ordinator is giving 
service for MSc students in side AAMUCH.
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All eligible academic 
programs maintain 

accreditation by the 
concerned bodies 

called HERQA (Higher 
Education Relevant 

Quality Agency) 
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To be one of East Africa’s 
premier health science University.

Vision

Apply Knowledge to improve health and 
reduce the burden of illness on society by 
giving big concern to the people, nation and 
the world at large.

Mission

 » Preparing health professionals workforce of the future
 » Upgrading professionals
 » Offering in-service capacity building trainings
 » Conducting researches through arranged programs
 » Providing health care services
 » Contributing medical development through integrated 

programs in health education, experimental research 
and clinical cares and procedures.

Value



MESSEGE FROM THE 
PRESIDENT

ABDI SAHARDIID

This is the time of year I cherish the most, when our students here at Addis Ababa Medical University 

College graduate and use the skills and knowledge they have gained to help our nation prosper. I am 

thankful, all praises belong to Allah (SWT) for he gave us the strength to reach this day. 

You have worked hard and smart at AAMUC to excel in your studies. You have found at AAMUC a warm 

environment for your personal growth and maturity. Our faculty, staff, and administrators have cared for you 

and offered you strong support and excellent advice. You have established everlasting friendships that will 

inspire you throughout your life. You have, by your accomplishments, filled the hearts of your parents with 

happiness and satisfaction. But your graduation date will only mark the commencement of a new phase in 

your lives. 

I look forward to learning of the future accomplishments of the members of the Class of 2018, for you will leave 

here well prepared for what awaits you, such as pursuing another degree/master or beginning a new job. 

Whatever you decide to do choose wisely, for our choices determine our future and I hope each and every one 

of your future’s shine bright. 

Our faculty, staff, and 
administrators have 

cared for you and offered 
you strong support and 

excellent advice. 
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MESSEGE FROM THE 
VICE PRESIDENT
MAHAMUD S. ASKAR

Assalaamu ‘Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh

Good morning family, friends, special guest and our prestigious graduates.

Congratulations, you accomplished such a major accomplishment, gaining a Bachelor Degree. This is a key step 
in the journey of your lives, one that should be recognized for its immense significance. It is an act not only of 
personal commitment, but also one of pride. A bachelor degree is a wonderful tool in this world, one that opens 
many doors of opportunity for anyone who is lucky enough to have one. But graduation is not an end goal in 
itself; it is instead a part of the larger journey of life. Wherever your future takes you, let it take you somewhere 
meaningful inshallah. Life is a journey, and all accomplishments we achieve during its course should be taken as 
a starting point for further achievement. Your graduation should be a starting point, projecting you to wherever 
your futures are meant to take you.

From this day forward, please make each decision with your best interested in mind. Believe in yourselves 
so that you may reach your goals and fulfill your dreams. I pray you become the best possible versions of 
yourselves and hope you fill your lives and the lives of those closest to you with happiness and with pride. It’s 
time to take the next step into your lives and begin to build your future; I truly believe you all can make a big 
difference for the greater good of your families, communities and our beloved country.

I hope to hear how successful you’ve all become a few years from now and I truly wish each and every one of 
you become what you aspire to be, Inshallah. Good luck to all of you and I congratulate you all again.
 
“Allah (Alone) is Sufficient for us, and (He is) the Best Disposer of affairs”
Surah Al-Imran ,verse 173

Life is a journey, and all 
accomplishments we achieve 
during its course should be 
taken as a starting point for 
further achievement.
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MESSEGE FROM THE 
ACADEMIC DEAN

On behalf of the Addis Ababa Medical University College, I would like to extend my deepest congratulations 
and prayers for success to all graduates of Health Science. You have been exceptional representatives 
of the University. I have no doubt that you will continue to serve as valuable ambassadors for the 
University by building upon our standing for excellence and it is important to stay focused, monitor and 

measure your progress and check yourself regularly. Seek the guidance of Allah through prayer and reflection. 
Seek the advice of your community elders, parents and teachers. 

I believe that graduates of the Health Science are unique in that, regardless of your chosen area of practice, 
all of you have the opportunity to enrich the lives of those around you. As you undertake and progress through 
your careers, I urge you to always remember why you chose your respective field and the sacrifices that you 
endured in order to make it happen: to serve our communities and improve the quality of life and health of its 
members with compassion, honesty and integrity.

I would also like to give special thanks to the parents, spouses, children and friends of our graduates for 
their patience, understanding, sacrifices and support - both moral and financial during these challenging, but 
rewarding, years at the college. Although your guidance, comfort and encouragement certainly will continue 
to be sought and appreciated in the years to come, you can rejoice in the gradual return to “normalcy” with no 
more long nights of studying, get-togethers unattended and trips untaken. Yet, even more so, you can desire 
the shared feeling of advantage in what your graduate has skilled and the rich opportunities forward.

In the coming years, I would ask that you not forget your University and former Instructors. I encourage you to 
not only give back to the University by supporting college activities, programs and scholarships, but also by 
keeping us updated on the many achievements you will experience in your careers and personal lives. We will 
always take great pride in your achievements.    

Congratulations to all the graduates; may Allah grant us all true success in this world and Hereafter, and may 
we all find in ourselves ever increasing gratitude to our Creator. 

Take care and stay in touch!

AHMED ISMAIL BATUN
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MESSEGE FROM THE 
DEPARTMENT HEAD

On behalf of My Office, Teaching and Inspiration to you, I 
extend a sincere congratulation upon you Class of 2018. You 
have been exceptional representatives of the University. I 
have no doubt that you will continue to serve as worthy 

ambassadors for the college by building upon our reputation for 
excellence.

I believe that graduates of the Clinical Officers, Public Health 
Officers and Midwives are unique in that, regardless of your chosen 
area of practice, all of you have the opportunity to enrich the lives 
of those around you. As you embark upon and progress through 
your careers.

I urge you to always remember why you chose your respective 
field and the sacrifices that you endured in order to make it happen 
to serve our communities and improve the quality of life and health 
of its members with compassion, honesty and integrity. I would 
also like to give special thanks to the parents, spouses, children 
and friends of our graduates for their patience, understanding, 
sacrifices and support - both moral and financial - during these 
challenging, but rewarding, years at the college. 

Finally, Do not Forget ever the  Exceptional Days, Nights, Events 
and Memories That We have had together  In addition to Studies 
at any Circumstance. 

Take Care and Stay In Touch!  Allah Bless You!

ABDIKARIM DAHIR TANI
Dean of Departments , Addis Ababa Medical University Colleage 

Exceptional Days, 
Nights, Events and 
Memories That We 
have had together

In addition to Studies 
at any Circumstance. 
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MESSEGE FROM THE 
RESEARCH & QUALITY 
ASSURANCE HEAD

I am thankful the almighty ALLAH: helped me 
to forward you my message and in overall 
helped all of my dear graduate students to 
reach at one of the visionary points in your 

life. A qualified graduate should be able to 
demonstrate mastery of knowledge, synthesize 
and contribute to the existing body of knowledge 
through research and enhancement of quality of 
health professionals. Practical skills gained in 
your study should be applied in your respective 
fields with creativity and innovation.

Here at Addis Ababa Medical University College, 
we have endeavored to nourish your faith in 
yourselves as carefully and as lovingly, as we 
have tended to your knowledge and to your 
vision.  We have striven to give you opportunities 
to experience yourselves as capable and effective 
men and women.  

On this day, as you depart from our immediate 
care, I invite you to consider that the uncertainties, 
the risks, the dangers, the opportunities that lie 
before you in the future that these are all simply 
the raw materials out of which you will fashion 
your own new worlds.  You do not need to be 
confident about what events might bring, but you 
do need to be confident in your own capacity to 
master events and to respond to them with grace 
and with intelligence, whatever events might 

occur.
When you leave here, you will becomehopefully 
a health professional leaders in your chosen 
fields and hopefully you will keep the un endless 
proud we do have for you.

I cannot express how excited I am to watch you 
from afar. Come back and see us, and when you 
do, bring stories.

But for now, on behalf of research and quality 
assurance department I would like to say 
Congratulations to all of you and wish you a 
bright future in every aspect of your life. 

Congratulations!  

MUKTAR BESHIR AHMED
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We have striven to give you 
opportunities to experience 
yourselves as capable and 
effective men and women. 



OFFICE HOLDERS

ABDIQANI SAHARDID ASKAR
ADMIN AND FINANCE

FADUMO FAYSAL AYAX
SECRETARY

IBRAHIM AL AMIIN  
STORE KEEPER

ABDULAHI ABDULAZIZ 
MOHAMED - FINANCE OFFICER

TEKLEAB TESHOME SOLOMON-
REGISTRAR

HAMSE MOHAMED HASAN
RECORD OFFICER

ASLEDIN HABIB AMIN
STUDENT DEAN

ABDIRAHMAN HAMUD OMAR
LIBRARIAN
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GRADUATION COMMITTEE
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Abdiqani Sahardid

Abdeta Mukhtar

Mahamed Jama

Nicima Ahmed Hassan

TekleAb Teshome 

Asiya Yusuf Muse

Mustafe Ismail Abdi

Sidiiq Mahmed Abdi

Abdikarim Dahir

Halimo Ali Hassan

Nasriin Mahamed 

Yusuf Awil Hersi

Chairman

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member



Congratulations Graduates



ABDIFATAH AHMED NUR

First I’m thankful to Allah as well as my 
Mother for her efforts in raising and 
nurturing a good human being in the best 
way she knew how; also for teaching me 
the values upon which my life is based 
on. You allowed me to learn from my 
mistakes and for being there throughout 
good times and bad.

D E PA R T M E N T  O F  P U B L I C  H E A LT H

ABDIRAHMAN ABDILAHI 
HUSSEIN

All thanks to Allah and my parents for 
helping me achieve one of my objectives.

ABDIKANI AHMED ALI

First thanks to Allah who allowed me 
to achieve my degree, secondly I thank 
my parents and all my friends whom 
participated in my success.

ABDIRAHMAN MAWLIID 
HASSAN

All thanks belongs to might of Allah who 
allowed me to successfully complete 
my degree after all the challenges and 
difficulties. Secondly my honorable 
parents especially my lovely mother; I 
hope in the future we will shine like the 
moon.

ABDILAHI ABDI OMAR

Alhamdulillah after a long struggle 
HOOYO I made it !!! thank you all for the 
support

ABDISHAKUR 
MOHAMED JIBRIL

Initially thanks to Allah who facilitated 
everything, secondly my appreciation  
goes to my parents  whom was a vital 
part of my life and accomplishment.
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AHMED ABDI ADAN

Thanks to Allah (SWT) who turned my 
dreams to reality. I also thank my lovely 
family for their support.

ASMA ALI JIMALE

Alhamdulillah all praises due to Allah(SWT) 
for giving me the strength to finish my 
degree, secondly I would like to thank my 
honorable parents. Action without vision 
is only passing time, vision without action 
is merely day dreaming, but visions with 
actions can change the world and a winner 
is dreamer who never give up.

AHMED MUSE ADAN

First of all I thank the almighty Allah 
who facilitated my success and secondly 
my family  who cared and supported 
me; without them it will not have been 
impossible.

AYAN AHMED 
MOHAMED

“The greatest of all medicine is to teach 
people how to not need it”

ASMA ABDIRAHMAN 
AW DAHIR

All thanks due to Allah, who allowed 
me to pass this step and move forward 
to another step in my life. Secondly my 
parents and friends who were beside me.

AYAN HAWAADLE 
OMER

Thanks to Allah who allowed me to 
finish my dream second I could thanks 
to my lovely mom and my family and my 
husband for the great support they give 
me while of my journey .
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AYAN MOHAMED
 MOHAMOUD

First thank to Allah, secondly my dear 
mother and father thank you so much 
for everything that you’ve done to help 
me reach the peak of my profession; I 
am highly blessed to have such amazing 
parents.

FARHIA AWIL HUSSEIN   

Alhamdulillah for everything

FADUMO MOHAMED 
SAED

First thank To Allah, Then to my lovely 
parents, ‘’ Knowledge has a beginning but 
no end”

FUAD ALI MUSE

First and foremost thanks to Allah for this 
opportunity, also my parents and anyone 
who helped me during these difficult 
years. This is not my biggest ambition of 
my life but it is one of my goals I have 
achieved. Everyone has dream and hope, 
although talent, responsibly and hard 
work are the factors that decide between 
failure and success.

FARDUS ABDI ALI  

Thanks to Allah, my lovely parents and my 
family.

GULED  ABDULAHI 
MUHUMED

Thanks to Allah, my beloved mother and 
my family.
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HAMDA AHMED MUSA

Allah is the mighty. I thank my mother, 
keep on winning; you implanted 
leadership into me, may we live a long 
life inshallah. I also thank my dad from 
the bottom of my heart for the effort he 
put into my education. I would like to 
thank all my teacher for everything you’ve 
done for me.

HODAN ISMAIL SH. 
IBRAHIM

First thanks to Allah who assisted me to 
complete my first degree. I would like 
to thank my sweet mother next and my 
dear husband who gave me this golden 
opportunity.

HAMDA MOHAMOUD 
ABDI

Thanks to Allah the almighty, secondly 
thanks to my lovely mother, Anab Huseen 
Mohamoud. I thank my parents for their 
continued support.

HODO ABDIRASHID 
YUSUF

I thank Allah that I am the product of my 
parents. That they infected me with their 
intelligence and energy for life, with their 
thirst for knowledge and their love. I’m 
grateful that I know where I come from.

HASSAN ABDI ASKAR
All thanks to the almighty Allah. I’m 
thankful to my dearest parents and lovely 
family whom without them I couldn’t 
do anything in my life; I’m the man I am 
today because of their efforts. Last but 
not least thanks to my dear cousins Dr 
Abdisalan A Askar and Prof Mohamed H. 
Kalinle  for their endless support, whom 
without them I couldn’t achieve this great 
achievement.

HODO ADAN ABDI

Thanks to Allah who made this dream 
come true. Next I would like to thank my 
lovely parents and my siblings. 
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MUSTAFA IBRAHIM 
AHMED

All thanks to Allah the most gracious the 
most merciful and secondly my parents .

MAGDA ABDIHAKIM
AHMED

All thanks to Allah and my royal family for 
their support to reach my dreams.  Also, I 
would like to give considerable thanks to 
the entire university staff. 

JUWERIA MOHAMED 
ELMI

Firstly I would like to thank Allah and 
then my beloved parents for their support 
and motivation.

MAHAMUD MUSE 
WARSAME

All thanks belongs to mighty of allah 
who allowed me to finish first degree, 
secondly I gives best thanks full my 
honorable parents .

KHALID MOHAMED 
YASIN

I thank Allah, Hooyo and also my sibling. 
Don’t rest after your succeed, if you fail 
again there are more lips waiting to say 
you was lucky. Aim for the moon even if 
you miss you will land on the stars.

MAHAMOUD AHMED 
ISMAIL

First thanks to Allah  who facilitate me 
with this opportunity and secondly my 
parents and those supported me with my 
educational career. Alhamdulillah
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MARYAM MAHAMED 
ARTEH

Firstly thank Allah, secondly my dear 
family; only  they will tell me my dream 
(inshaallah)

MUBARIK BACOOD 
ABDILAHI

First all praise belong to Allah who allow 
me to finish my first degree,  secondly my 
lovely parents who put all their effort into 
my future. Finally, I also thank my beloved 
uncle, Shariif Batuun who supported me to 
achieve one of my goals.

MOHAMED  ABDALE 
OSMAN

All thanks belongs to Allah who gave us 
this remarkable opportunity, secondly I 
am thanking my honorable parents; they 
were standing by my side from beginning 
of my life until now. Finally my objective 
is to create a health conscious community  
and succeed within my own nation. 

MUKHTAR ABDI      
AHMED

 Success depend on your backbone. 
I thanks to Allah and my mother and 
AAMUC. 

MOHAMED IBRAHIM 
ABDILAHI

I thank Allah and my parents for 
everything.

MUSTAFE  MOHAMED  
AHMED

All price due to Allah who give me the 
ability to finish second face of my study 
my mission is health is better then today.
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ISMAIL MOHAMED 
JAMA

First thanks to Allah who allowed me to 
finish my education goal and secondly 
thanks my precious parent and all my 
teachers.

NASTEHO ABDI JAMA

Special thanks to Allah, to my parents and 
other member of family and also to my 
university that guided me through this 
stage of my education. It’s the beginning 
of someone new, but I thank Allah for 
everything and making it easier for me.

NASIIBA ABDILLAHI 
SAED

First and foremost thanks to Allah , 
secondly I want to express my gratitude 
to my wonderful parents who care and 
support  over the year.  All my love.

NIMO NUUR SH YONIS

Alhamdulillah, thanks to all mighty Allah 
who give me strength to complete my 
degree program , secondly my honorable 
mom , my to uncles and my two cousin’s 
who dedicated my education .

NASRA  ABDI  
ABADILAHI

First  thanks to Allah and this prophet 
peace of Allah be upon him , secondly my 
beloved parent my father and my uncle

QADAN EID YASIN

I give thanks to Allah (SWT) and my 
parents, especially my lovely uncle.  I am 
blessed to have parents like you, thanks 
for showing me true love.
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SABAAD ABDILAHI ALI

Alhamdulillah who facilitated me to 
conclude my first degree next thanks to 
my beloved sister which I can’t achieve 
this goal without her.

SAMIIRA ALI 
MAHAMED

Oh Allah, I entrust you with what I have 
read and for what I studied. Oh Allah, 
Bring it back to me when I am in need 
of it. Oh Allah, you do whatever you wish, 
you are my protector and the best of aide. 

SADIIQ MOHAMED 
ABDI

All praises to Allah who helped and led 
me by his grace to my graduation day. 
I also thank my precious parents and 
siblings who showed me true love and 
helped me to achieve this great goal; 
especially my mother, Alhamdulillah.

SAYNAB ABDINASIR
 MOHAMED

I wouldn’t reach where I’m now without 
my gracious lord and the most merciful 
and without my beloved family and 
friends.

SAKARIYE AHMED 
MOHAMED

First thanks to Allah,second my mother 
and family who supported me after more 
challenges am ready to face the world.

SUAD AHMED 
ABDIRAHMAN

I am very happy and grateful for this 
opportunity given to me.  I thank Allah 
(SWT) and my lovely parents I could not 
have done it without you. Success is in 
my stride because of the parents I have 
by my side.
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UMALKHAYR 
MOHAMED 
HAMOUD

There is time to congratulate 
yourself on accomplishment you 
have my made, let’s all enjoy our 
wonderful moment. Thanks to 
Allah and my dear mom.

YONIS SAED 
SALEBAN

Thanks to Allah who enabled me 
to reach this memorable Day also 
my dear parents who helped me 
to reach this stage in my life and 
lastly thanks to my dear brothers

ABDIRAHMAN 
MAHDI SALAH

I thank the entire AAMUC staff 
and today I’m very happy to 
graduating, special thanks to all 
my dear teachers.

WALI ABDILAHI 
MAHAMED

Thanks to Allah the one who made 
me stand here and secondly my 
role model sweet mum.

HUSSEIN IBRAHIM 
ABDI 

Firstly I thank Allah (swt) as well 
as my parents, university and all 
my friends   

MOHAMED ALI 
FARAH

firstly I give thanks to ALLAH 
(SWT), secondly to my beloved 
parents and family for their 
support

YUSUF AWIL HIRSI

Thanks to Allah who allowed me 
to complete first degree then 
my sweet MOM and DAD for 
supported me and also thanks to 
my dear brother EssaAwil .

MUNA MOHAMED 
GAMADID

I give thanks to ALLAH (SWT) 
and also my dear parents and 
everyone who encouraged and 
supported me
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ABDIFATAH ADEN 
HAJI ISAQ

Success is not an accident; it consist 
of hard work, perseverance, learning, 
sacrifice and most of all the love of what 
you do or learning to do

AMAL ADAM FARAH

 Firstly I would like to thank Allah (SWT) 
who allowed me to complete this long 
journey successfully; secondly I would 
like to thank my parents for their support

ABDILAHI OSMAN 
MOHAMED

Graduation is not the end it’s the 
beginning

ASMA ABDIRIZAK 
AHMED

I hereby thank for Allah, my sweet mother, 
thank you so much. I also thank everyone 
who gave me so much supports and 
helped throughout this process.

AIRINE ISMAEL 
HUSSIEN

Thanks to Allah who gave me this 
opportunity; secondly my wonderful 
mother who supported and encouraged 
me throughout my journey and guided 
me to success, Alhamdulillah.

ASMA OSMAN 
MOHAMED

The world is a book and those who do not 
travel only read the first page.
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AYAN NOUR 
ABDIRAHMAN

Whatever makes you excited about your 
dreams is important.

HAMDA MOHAMED 
HASSAN

 Firstly I would like to thank Allah (SWT) 
who allowed me to complete this long 
journey successfully; secondly I would 
like to thank my parents for their support

FAISAL SHARIF 
AHMED

Invest in your future now no matter what 
your condition is; hit the obstacles, be 
strong to achieve what you want and stay 
focused. Thanks to Allah for this great day 
in my life

HAMDA AHMED 
ISMAIL

I hereby thank Allah and my dear sisters 
Nimo and Ayan for supporting me and 
inspiring me to achieve my goals. You’ve 
shaped me into the women I’ve become, 
thank you.  

MOHAMED JAMA 
HASSAN

I would like to thanks Allah, my beloved 
parents, my dear wife and my teachers.

ZAMZAM MOHAMED 
AHMED 

I give thanks to Allah (swt) and my parent
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NIMO AHMED FARAH

I truly thank Allah (SWT) for helping me 
get to this stage in my life as well as my 
parents, teachers, brothers, sisters and 
colleagues. I couldn’t have graduated 
without your support and praise.

SACAD SAED BUSTALE

All thanks to Allah (SWT) who allowed 
me to achieve my goal. Secondly I would 
like to thank my parents and my dear Dr 
Mustafe Daahir Ahmed

SADIIQ MOHAMED 
DHUUX

Thanks to my parents and wonderful 
family

ABDIQANI MOHAMED 
YUSUF

Alhamdulilah ! After struggles and 
troubles I have finally graduated. I thank 
my parents for their continued support.

HIBAQ IBRAHIM
 HUSSEIN

I would not be graduating today if it 
wasn’t for Allah (SWT) and my parents, I 
thank you truly.

IMAN BASHIR ABDI

All praises belong to Allah (SWT). 
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JAMILA ABDULLAHI 
ISMAIL

Firstly I thank Allah (SWT)and secondly 
I’m very happy to graduate from Addis-
Ababa Medical University College .  

NAGIIB ABDIRASHID 
ABDIRAHMAN

When you have an education you are 
free to think and accomplish your own 
thoughts.

UMALKHAIR BASHE 
ABDI

Firstly I am thankful to Allah who allowed 
me to finish my first degree as well as my 
parent

D E PA R T M E N T  O F  P U B L I C  H E A LT H
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Congratulations Graduates

DEPARTMENT
OF CLINICAL

NURSING



AMAL MOHAMED 
MUSE

Thanks to Allah and to my lovely parents 
I wouldn’t be where I am today without 
your care and support. You are the best 
parents in the world and I owe my success 
to you.

HIBO MOHAMED 
HUSSEIN

Thanks to Allah who allowed me to 
complete my education.  Then I would 
like to thank my dear mother and my 
brother.

FATHIA AHMED JAMA

Thanks to Allah, secondly my beloved 
parents who were after my standing 
point in here as qualified nurse and I 
would like to say thanks to anybody who 
participated in formulating my degree 
program.

HODAN HASSAN ALI

Thanks to Allah who allowed me to 
complete my first degree and thanks to 
my dear parents and beloved husband 
who encouraged and supported me to 
reach this achievement.

AYAN BARRE DUALEH

Thanks to Allah, as well as my parents 
and my entire classmate. Thank you to 
everyone of my family who have been 
part of this journey.

HODAN AHMED NUX

Firstly I am thankful to Allah, as well as 
my parents and all my siblings.
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HUDA MOHAMED 
ABDILAHI

Expect the unexpected and thanks to my 
parents.

MARYAN AHMED 
HUSSEIN

Firstly I would like to thank Allah; 
secondly my parent, they are the reason 
I am successful.

INTISAR MAHAMED 
HUSSEIN

To my family and friends it means the 
world to me to have you all, thank you for 
your support, love and encouragement. I 
couldn’t have done it without you! And 
thank you to everyone who supported me.

MUSTAFE ISMAIL ABDI

Thanks to Allah, then my parents and 
everyone who encourage and supported 
me. Your hopes and your dreams together 
make your future. “A winner is a dreamer 
who never gives up” Nelson Mandela.

IFRAH YUSUF HASSAN

First thanks to Allah who allowed me 
to reach this level. Secondly, I thank 
my parents and my dear teachers who 
encouraged. Alhamdulillah.

MONA AHMED 
HUSSEIN

Thanks to Allah who allowed to complete 
my first degree, second queen of my heart 
mum and my hero dad.
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NASRA GEDI NOUR

Thanks to Allah, secondly my beloved 
parents who were after my standing point 
in here as qualified nurse and I would like 
to say thanks to anybody who participated 
in formulating my degree program.

SAFIYA MAHMED ABDI

Thanks to Allah, my parents and my 
lecturer, without them I would not 
of successful completed my studies. 
Alhamdulilah. 

SAFIYA JAMA DUALE

Thanks to Allah who allowed me to 
complete this long journey of education; 
I also thank my dear mother and my dear 
siblings Mouse and Maryam.

SAKARIYE FARHAN 
ABDI

Thanks to Allah who allowed to complete 
long journey of education, Then my dear 
mother and father.

NACIIMA AHMED 
YUSUF

Thanks to Allah, secondly my beloved 
parents who encourage me to finish my 
degree program.”

SAINAB ABDI FARAH

Thanks to Allah and my lovely father and 
mother for their support during this long 
journey of education.
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SAMIA MAHAMED 
OMAR

Thanks to my mother, I couldn’t imagine 
my live without her.

WARDA SULEIMAN 
ABDILAHI

Thanks to Allah who allowed me to 
achieve my goal; secondly I would like  
to my thank my lovely parents and family.                              

SAWDA SALEBAN 
YUSUF

Firstly I thank Allah who allowed me 
to reach this level. Secondly, my lovely 
parents who helped me reach my goals. 
Lastly, my teachers who encourage 
me to reach this level of education.  
Alhamdulillah.
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AWO  MUSE 
YUSUF

Thanks to Allah, secondly 
my beloved parents who 
encourage me to finish my 
degree program.”

KALTUN ARAB 
ABDI

Thanks to Allah who allowed 
to complete long journey 
of education, Then my dear 

mother and father.

HASSAN ALI
 HASSAN

First thanks to Allah who 
endowed me health, mind and 
who allowed me to achieve 
my dreams. Thanks belong to 
my lovely parents, siblings and 
everyone who helped me with 
my education. Alhamdulillah

SAHRA EID 
MOHAMED

First I would like to thank to 
Allah (swt) who allowed me 
to complete this long journey 
successful, secondly I thank 
my beloved parents and my 
whole  family.
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ASIYA YUSUF 
MUSE

 
First i give thanks to Allah 

(SWT),secondly I appreciate 
every single one of my lovely 

family member who guided me 
to this very points in my life and 

my teachers.

HALIMO AHMED 
ALI

Thanks to Allah (SWT) who 
turned my dreams to reality. 
Secondly thanks to my lovely 
family, mom, and my dear 
sister Zahra Ahmed, brothers 
and everyone who supported 
me, encouraged me during the 
study period and my university 
and all my dear teachers thank 
you all. 

FADUMO JAMA 
HASSAN

Alhamdulillah thanks to Allah 
(swt) and my parents who 
support me financial side and 
encouragements.

NAIMA 
MOHAMED 

LIBAN  

Alhamdulillah first I thank to 
Allah (swt) who allowed me 
to finish my second degree, 
secondly I tjank to my beloved 
family especially my mom, dad 
and aunt Amina, thank you 
everything success is my stride 
because my parents behind me.

HODO SAED 
OMAR

In the name of Allah the most 
gracious and the most merciful 
Alhamdulillah all prices due to 
Allah fort the strength and his 
blessing in completing, secondly 
I am sending my deepest 
gratitude to my beloved parents 
and my brother for their longer 
encouragements, motivation, and 

supported to me.
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ZAMZAM 
ABDIRAHMAN 

HUSSEIN

Many thank to Allah (swt) who 
made me my dreams reality, 
secondly my parents who 
supported me to reach my success

SACDIYA 
HASSAN ELMI

First & foremost I thank Allah 
(SWT) for blessing me with 
amazing parents and helping me 
finish my degree.  

SAHRA
 ABDILAHI 
HASSAN  

First I would like to thank to 
Allah (swt) who allowed me 
to complete this long journey 
successful, secondly I thank 
my beloved parents and my 
whole family.
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AYAN MAHAMED ABDI

Thanks to Allah who give me the chance 
to complete my study and to my parent 
for being always there for me.

FAYSA MAHAMED 
ABDI

I give thanks to Allah (SWT). Secondly my 
parents, especially my lovely brother

DEQA MOHAMED 
KARIYE

I give thank to Allah and to my parents, 
god bless them with longevity. Also thanks 
to my siblings for always supporting me.

HAMDA ABDIQADIR
 ABDILAHI

I would like to thank my friends and 
family for their constant support; always 
Allah (SWT) for his guidance. 

FARDUS MOHAMED 
FARAH 

First thanks to Allah (SWT) who gave 
me this opportunity; secondly my lovely 
parents who have been a constant 
support and helped me to achieve my 
dreams and goals. Alhamdulillah!

HAMDA ABDILAHI 
ABDISALAN

Thanks to Allah who gave me this 
opportunity; secondly thanks to my 
parents, grandfather and aunt.
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HAMDA ABDILAHI 
HASSAN

Firstly I thank Allah and my mother and 
the entire family; especially my brother, 
Ahmed, he is my king.  Education is the 
key of life.

NAJAH ADAN JAMA

Alhamdulillah!! Thanks to Allah and my 
family and also my teachers; thanks for 
everything.

KALTUN HASSAN ABDI 

I thank Allah who made it possible for 
me to complete one of my dreams; also 
I thank my parents and my unforgettable 
brother Mukhtar Haji Abaydh for his 
sincere effort and dedication to my 
success.

NASRIIN MAHAMED 
AWL

Firstly I would like to thank Allah for 
giving me the chance to complete my first 
degree and also to my parents for always 
supporting me. ( I love you mum)

ASIYA KHADAR ALI

I give thanks to Allah (SWT) who allowed 
me to achieve my goal. Secondly, I would 
like to thank my parents, especially my 
mother, and also my dear husband.

NIMCO MOWLID 
HUSSEIN

First of all thanks to Allah and my parents 
for being always there for me and being 
patience; also for giving me this amazing 
chance.
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ASMA ABDIRAHMAN 
SALAX

Special thanks to my biggest role model 
and my hero, my father Abdirahman Haji 
Salah & my queen, my mother, Hodan; 
bless you mom. Thanks everyone who 
encouraged & supported me jazakalah 
alf khayr.  

DEQA ADEN MAGAN

First I am thankful for Allah; Secondly I 
thank my parents and lastly my husband; 
he supported me to finish of university.

ASMA ALI AHMED

If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if 
you can dream it, you can become it. I give 
thanks to Allah (SWT) and my dear parent 
who gave me this golden opportunity.

FARAH ABDILAHI ABDI

All praises due to almighty Allah(SWT) 
who allowed me to achieve my goal. 
Secondly I would like to thank my dear 
parents & beloved husband, Hussein.

AYAN JAMA AHMED

All praises belong to Allah (SWT) who 
allowed me to achieve my goal. Secondly 
my family, especially my parents, my dear 
siblings Najah & Mohamed, they helped 
me & supported me during the study 
period.

FILSAN FUAD HASSAN

Thanks to Allah who made this dream 
come true.  Also my lovely parents, 
especially my dear mother.
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HALIMO ALI 
HASSAN

First I need to thank Allah; 
second I truly appreciate my 
beloved parents, aunt and also 
my beloved friends who helped 
me morally and technically; 
especially Hamze.

HANA AHMED 
FARAH

Firstly I thank Allah and secondly 
my dear parents; without your 
inspirational drive & support 
you’ve given me; I might not be 
the person I am today.

HAMDA OSMAN 
AHMED

Alhamdulilah, I thank Allah 
who facilitated me to conclude 
my first degree. Next I would 
like to thank my dear parents, 
especially my sweet mother.

HAYAT FARAH 
ADAN

Thanks to Allah and my dear 
parents Farah Aden Ali and 
Faduma Suudi; and everyone 
else who encouraged me & 
support me thank you so, so, so 
much. 

HAMDA 
MOHAMED 
ABDILLAHI 

Alhumdulilah, thank the 
almighty Allah; I am here today 
because of your grace. Secondly, 
I would like to thank the most 
precious person in my life my 
mom; being my side from birth 
till today. There are no words 
that can describe how grateful I 
am, I wish you the best of health 
and I pray we both reach jannah 
inshallah

HODO YUSUF 
MAHAMED

First and foremost I would 
like thank Allah and then my 
beloved parents who are helped 
me financially and morally 
supported me.
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NUSEYBA 
MAHAMED 

OSMAN

Thanks to Allah (SWT)who 
allowed me to achieve my goal; 
secondly my family especially my 
lovely mother and sister, Ayan, 
she helped and supported me 
during my study period

SIHAM ABDILAHI 
ALI

Dear Allah is not enough to 
express all the gratitude I feel 
towards you;  I thank you from 
the bottom of my heart and I 
would like to thank my parents 
as well as my friends for being 
the reason I smile
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IFRAH MAHAMED 
ABIIB

Thanks to Allah first of all. Secondly, my 
parents and everyone that helped with 
my journey. Especially my professors that 
helped me.

NASRA MOHAMED 
ADEN

I want to thank Allah(SWT) & my 
dear husband

LEYLA ADAN HASSAN

First I need to thank Allah; secondly I 
want to thank my beloved parents and 
also I want to appreciate my honorable 
friends, especially Hamze

NICIMA AHMED 
HASSAN

Firstly I thank Allah who 
facilitated me to conclude my 
first degree. Secondly, my beloved 
parents especially my lovely 
mother, Noura Mouse Mohamed 
& everyone who supported me 
to reach my goal

MUNA ISMAIL ALI

Firstly I want to thank Allah(SWT) and 
secondly my lovely parents who have 
been a constant support & helped me to 
succeed

SALMA 
ABDIKARIM
 MOHAMUD 

Firstly I thank Allah (SWT) and 
my parents especially my dear 
mother who encouraged me to 
achieve my goals.

SULEEKHA 
HASSAN AHMED 

Thanks to Allah as well as my 
beloved parents & husband

D E PA R T M E N T  O F  M I D W I F E R Y
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PUBLIC HEALTH
 DEPARTMENT

ASSESSMENT OF KNOWLEDGE ATTITUDE AND PRACTICE 
TOWARDS GESTATIONAL DIABETES AMONG PREGNANT 

WOMEN ATTENDING MCHS, IN HARGEISA

ABSTRACT

Background: 
Worldwide, Approximately 7% of 
all pregnancies are complicated 
by GDM, resulting in more 
than 200,000 worldwide cases 
annually and the prevalence 
may range from 1% to 14% of all 
pregnancies depending on the 
population studied. It is a major 
cause of prenatal morbidity and 
mortality, as well as maternal 
morbidity.

Objective: 
The major aim was to assess 
knowledge, attitude and practice 
towards gestational diabetes 
among pregnant women attending 
MCH in Hargeisa, Somaliland.

Methodology: 
A facility based descriptive cross-
sectional study was conducted on 

269 pregnant women attending 
MCHs from 1 to 21 may, 2018. 
Data was collected in face to 
face interview using structured 
questionnaire.

Result: 
The majority 151 (56.10%) of the 
respondent had poor knowledge 
and the remaining 118 (43.90%) had 
good knowledge on gestational 
Diabetes. Regarding the attitude, 
majority 113 (79.20%) had positive 
attitude, while 56(20.80%) had 
negative attitude towards the 
gestational diabetes. The majority 
of study participants 238 (94.1%) 
had good practice.

Conclusion: 
There is a gap in pregnant women 
knowledge, attitude and practice 
towards gestational diabetes. 
The study showed that majority 
of pregnant women had poor 

knowledge towards gestational 
diabetes.

Recommendation: 
Further large scale study 
is important to understand 
the community KAP towards 
gestational diabetes in this 
area. The ministry of health and 
NGOs working on MCHs sectors 
should work on to improve KAP 
of pregnant women towards 
gestational diabetes

Key words: Gestational diabetes, 
Knowledge, Attitude and Practice.

Conducted by:
1. Sabad Abdilahi Ali
2. Ayan Mohamed Mohamoud
3. Naseba Abdilahi Said
4. Farhiya Awil Hussein
5. Fardus Abdi Ali
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PREVALENCE OF PSYCHOTIC DISORDERS AMONG MENTAL 
HOSPITAL INPATIENTS IN MARODI JEH REGION, SOMALILAND

ABSTRACT

Background: 
Psychiatric disorders are 

considered among the 20 most 

disabling conditions worldwide. 

One of the most common 

psychiatric disorders is unipolar 

major depression, which is 

projected to be the first leading 

cause of disease burden in 2030.

Objective: To determine the 

prevalence of psychotic disorders 

among inpatients in Marodi Jeh 

Region of Somaliland.

Methods:
 A facility based descriptive cross 

sectional study was conducted 

from 8 to 11, May 2018. The study 

was conducted on three hospitals 

namely; Hargeisa Group Hospital, 

Sahan mental health center and 

Gabiley mental hospital and the 

sample size was 214.

Results: 
Majority of inpatients had 

psychotic disorders 161 (75.3%) 

which is very high. The commonly 

diagnosed psychotic disorder 

was schizophrenia which figured 

144(67.29 % ).

Conclusions: 
The prevalence of psychotic 

disorders was very high among 

inpatients in Marodi Jeh region 

of Somaliland. In general the 

study found 3 out of every 4 

inpatients was diagnosed to have 

schizophrenia which is one of 

severe psychotic disorder.

Recommendations: 
In addition to work more on the 

high magnitude of psychotic 

disorders in the region by the 

mental health sector of Ministry 

of Health more has to be done by 

the researchers in understanding 

more about the prevalence in 

overall the country.

Key words: Prevalence, Psychotic 

Disorders, Inpatients, Somaliland.

Conducted by:
1. Ayan Barre Dualeh

2. Intisaar Mahamed

3. Amal Mahamed Muuse

4. Maryam Ahmed Hussien

5. Awo Muuse Yuusuf

6. Warda Saleban A/llahi
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PREVALENCEOF HYPERTENSION AMONG PREGNANT 
WOMEN ATTENDING MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH 

(MCH) CENTRES IN HARGEISA, SOMALILAND
ABSTRACT

Background: 
Hypertension among pregnant 
women is a common medical 
complication during pregnancy. 
The overall prevalence, social 
and demographic characteristics 
of hypertension among pregnant 
women in Somaliland is still not 
precisely unknown.

Objectives: 
The major aim of the study were 
to assess the prevalence of 
hypertension among the pregnant 
women attending maternal 
and child health care centers in 
Hargeisa, Somaliland.

Methods:
 A facility based descriptive cross 
sectional study was conducted a 
sample of 135 pregnant women 
attending Guryosamo and Khalid 
MCHs in Hargeisa city. The study 

used structured questionnaire 
and the study was conducted on 
May 2018. Data was entered by 
EpiData and Statistical Package 
for Social Sciences (SPSS) 
software version 16.0 was used for 
data analysis.

Results: 
The study found that the 
prevalence of hypertensive 
disorders among pregnant 
women was 27 (20 %) among 
pregnant women. Eclampsia 
(convulsions) was the most 
common complication associated 
with hypertension while 15(9.88%), 
followed by operative delivery 
8(5.80%) and abruption placenta 
which counted 2(1.4%).

Conclusion:
 The study concluded that the 
prevalence of hypertension 
among pregnant women attending 
maternal and child health care 

was high (20%). Approximately 
one in five of pregnant women 
had high blood pressure.

Recommendations:
Improved health programs on 
hypertension, proper antenatal 
care, early referral and proper 
documentation can minimize 
the effect of hypertension on 
pregnancy. Further studies 
focused on evaluated associated 
factors of hypertension should be 
conducted.

Key words: Prevalence, 
Hypertension, Pregnant women, 
Somaliland.

Conducted by:
1. Nasrin Mohamed Awil
2. Asiya khadar Ali
3. Kaltun Hassan Abdi
4. Nusaiba Mohamed Abdi
5. Hamda Abdilahi Hassan,
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